TBF if CT monthly meeting minutes of March 18, 2021

NOTE: we had no February meeting.

Present were: Northern, Southeast, Bio Bass, Fishing Crew.

Minutes were approved as written.

Tournament Report:
  Keith stated he has received 3 applications for the first trail event.  4 teams have pre-registered for the first Open. 

OLD BUSINESS:
   No Mohegan Sun Fishing Show this year. Nor will there be a Cabelas show as of now.
   The Ranger sponsor program has expanded for this year. Unfortunately our tournaments are not large enough YET to fit into their expanded program. 
   Lowrance  - sponsorship agreement is almost complete. 

NATIONALS:  Keith Cleary and Josh Escobar fished and finished in the middle of the pack.  BUT They had a great time fishing and look forward to attempting to get back there next year!


NEW BUSINESS:
  The governor opened fishing season early and Fred & Amy added an Open on Candy for April 11th.
Jim J., Bob D., Fred and Amy will be working it.

  Keith suggested we look at disclaimer on the application to see if it is correct. Compare it with the full disclaimer. 

Membership is WAY down.  Mid State retired and has not renewed for 2021. 
 
  Josh is working with Keith to take over our facebook page.  

   We had a major discussion on the TBF tournament trail.  It was proposed to change and advertise trail as a ProAm.   It was pointed out that our by-laws require us to have  two divisions on the trail and angler and co-angler divisions will keep this ideal.
In the past Mid Sate and Southeast Bass were the major opponents of changing from old to ProAm.
Mid State has retired and Southeast says we should change with the times.  The whole industry seems to be ProAm.  Josh feels that if we advertise on facebook as a ProAm, we will pick up anglers hungry to fish tournaments – but don’t know where to start.
   What we are currently doing is NOT working. We can revisit in the fall.  It was  unanamous that we do the ProAm trail.   Keith and Josh will get the word out and it will start with the first trail event this spring.  $50 Boater entry.  $25 co-angler entry.

Bob Dattilo mentioned that they are working on the Route 84 bridge over Zoar and there have been times that the waterway is closed to boats.  


Respectfully Submitted,
                 Amy Perry    TBF of CT secretary


Looking at having a fall banquet the first weekend in Nov.   either Sat Nov 6 or Sun Nov 7 th.  I was looking at a 12:30 to 3:30 pm time frame.  
   We can have a buffet, award trophies and have door and raffle prizes.  

Suggesting Lola’s Bistro & Grill in Plainville. Cost is $25.00 and it is BYOB.   

Discussion at the meeting in April.

